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Short history of Middle East

◼ Cradle of Civilization

◼ Ottoman Empire for 400 years

◼ Ottoman allied with Germany, lost in WWI, carved, kept Turkey

◼ UK & France decolonized & left after WW II

◼ Israel won 1948 Arab–Israeli War, creating "Palestinian problem“

◼ Modern era shaped by exit of Europe, founding of Israel, & oil

◼ US propped up dictators – due to oil and Cold War 

◼ Non-democratic, unstable, Shia-Sunni conflict

◼ After 9/11, US spent trillions in War on Terror but has few friends

◼ 2011 Arab Spring failed & decade later less democratic

◼ 2015 Iran nuclear agreement then US withdrawal 2018

◼ Crises continue: Pandemic, cheap oil, Iran-Saudi conflict…
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Tour of travails of Persian Gulf
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Aging leader & 
Revolutionary Guard  
control, U.S. exit 
agreement 
embittered, 
economy suffering

Iraq: U.S. out, 
Sunni-Shia conflict

Syria: War 
Turkey & 
Russia plotting

Saudi Prince 
MBS pushing 
reform 

Emerging agreements 
Israeli-ArabsTunisia: 2011 

Arab Spring 
origin, now 
democratic

Egypt’s 
General Sisi 
cracking 
down

Big concern: Will Iran’s Shias war with 
Saudi’s Wahabi Sunnis?

Civil war in Yemen –
Iran vs. Saudi’s proxies

UAE: Ultra-
modern 
Muslim oasis

Strait of Hormuz 
Choke point



9 Persian Gulf conflicts still dominate world

4
Source: www.cfr.org/global-conflict-tracker

1. Confrontation U.S.-Iran

2. Civil war in Syria

3. Political instability in Iraq

4. Political instability in Lebanon

5. Instability in Egypt

6. Conflict Turkey vs. Kurds

7. Israeli-Palestinian conflict

8. Civil war in Libya

9. Civil War in Yemen



Sunni-Shia and Intra-Sunni conflicts
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US stake in Middle East: Military bases and $6.4 
trillion 20-year War on Terror
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Islam’s view of world 
clashes with Western view

◼ West’s view = cooperative rules and norms, 
forswearing territorial conquest, respecting sovereignty 

◼ Islam’s view = divides world into a world of peace 
(Islam) and world of war (unbelievers) 

◼ Can achieve its worldview only by conquest

◼ No lasting treaties, void when can defeat opponents

◼ State divinely ordained vs. non-Muslim illegitimate and 
never accepted as equals

◼ Mission - overthrow and replace all other governments

7Based upon Henry Kissinger, World Order, Penguin Press, 2014



The curse of (crucial but 
diminishing?) oil: 
Authoritarianism

◼ Curse: No oil-rich country has ever transformed to 
democracy. Oil lets dictators buy off citizens, keep 
finances secret, and spend on arms 

◼ Crucial: 70% U.S. & 50% world energy from oil & gas  

◼ But Diminishing: Opening of new fields in Russia, new 
drilling technology, fracking, renewals …have reduced 
leverage of Middle East oil
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“Price of oil and the pace of freedom tend to move in 
opposite directions.”- Tom Friedman’s First Law of Petropolitics 

Covid



Biggest threat
Iran – Saudi Conflict

Iran

◼ 90/10 Shia/Sunni

◼ Theocracy

◼ 85 mil people

◼ GDP/Capita $7,000

◼ Military $17 bil (4% GDP)

◼ Pro Yemen Houthis

◼ Oil/gas rent GDP 15% 

◼ Language - Persian 

◼ No relations US 

Saudi

◼ 10/90 Shia Sunni

◼ Family dynasty

◼ 34 million people

◼ GDP/Capita $20,000

◼ Military $62 bil (8% GDP)

◼ Anti Yemen Houthis

◼ Oil rent GDP 23% 

◼ Language – Arabic

◼ Close relations US
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Future of Persian Gulf security

◼ Important foreign policy challenge 

◼ Obama’s “Pivot to Asia” stymied  

◼ US has spent $ 6.4 trillion since 9/11                    
with few benefits for either U.S. or regional states

◼ Most recently, crash of oil prices following pandemic 
has been economic blow to region

◼ Since WW II, US goal - safeguard access to oil

◼ Other US foreign policy Gulf concerns: terrorism, 
weapons of mass destruction, radical Islam, 
democratization, human rights, Arab-Israeli peace

10Notes on “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021



US policy in Middle East at a 
crossroads

◼ William Burns advocates US policy change 

◼ Lowering US expectations for transformation

◼ Ending US indulging worst instincts of our partners

◼ Ending cosmic confrontation with state adversaries

◼ Need more focused and sustained approach to 
counterterrorism

◼ More emphasis on diplomacy backed by military 
leverage, instead of other way around

◼ By 2018 only 15 % of US oil imports from there

◼ Gulf states now reorienting foreign policies “Eastward”

11Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Profile of the Persian Gulf – Oil 
choke point and religious schism

◼ In 2018, 20% of global petroleum out of Gulf

◼ Population of 182 million – up from 24 million in 1950 
and growing rapidly 

◼ Religious split between Shias, majority in Iran, Iraq 
and Bahrain and Sunni’s

◼ After 1979 Iranian Revolution, radical Sunnis such as 
Al Qaeda and ISIS arose 

◼ Since 2003 fall of Sunni Saddam Hussein, Iraq Shiites

◼ In addition to religious conflict – there’s nationalism

12
Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



After Arab Spring, rulers 
increasingly authoritarian 

◼ Less tolerant of any criticism, which stoked unrest

◼ Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE using pandemic 
as a pretext to continue suppression

◼ Mutual suspicion among members has almost made 
Gulf Coast Council (GCC) irrelevant

◼ Yemen War on Saudi side primarily mercenaries

◼ Most Gulf states have an Arab Sunni majority (except 
in Iran , Iraq and Bahrain), but also accommodate 
Shias that are viewed as a security threat

13Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Stringent rule by 
family dynasties

◼ Saudi leaders don’t like bottom-up movements that 
threaten their control, like Muslim Brotherhood 
favored by Turkey and Qatar or Salafi Jihadism, not to 
mention Shias

◼ Terrorism, employed by Al Qaeda and Islamic State, 
still in the region

◼ Rule in Gulf by family dynasties rather than individual 
kings such as in Jordan and Morocco

◼ Rule is autocratic by small circle of royals not 
accountable to citizens

14Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Crash of oil prices 
and dim outlook 
prompt diversification 

◼ Long-term outlook for oil – dim as world transitions 
away and oil at “peak”

◼ Iran in crisis - sense of hopelessness and economic 
decline due to US sanctions

◼ Supreme leader age 81 and ailing

◼ “Reign of ayatollahs ” becoming rule by Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps

◼ Saudi Arabia – brash MbS tries to remake Saudi 
society and launch new city Neom

15Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Rivalries & Surprising 
normalization

◼ Iran-Saudi two dueling powers of Shia vs. Sunni

◼ Disputes of Qatar and Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, 
and Egypt — has shuffled regional alliances, 
benefited Iran

◼ UAE suspicious Turkey’s Erdogan seeks revival of 
Ottoman control of Gulf

◼ In surprise in 2020, UAE and Bahrain normalized 
relations with Israel, joining those previously by 
Egypt (1979 ) and Jordan (1994)

◼ Agreements were endorsement of Israel as a 
legitimate part and power of region
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U.S. role in the Gulf in 
retrospect - Obama

◼ Obama tried to repair US anti-Muslim image: “a new 
beginning between the US and Muslims” 

◼ When Iranian nuclear works discovered, US & Israel 
used Stuxnet compute worm to disable centrifuges 
rather than bombing

◼ In Arab Spring, US repeatedly had to choose between 
protesters and aging autocrats

◼ Except urging Egypt’s Mubarak to resign, US mum

◼ Obama’s achievement = Iran Nuclear deal

◼ Obama’s failure = welching “red line” on Syrian 
chemical weapons   

17
Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



US role in Gulf in 
retrospect - Trump

◼ First trip abroad was to Saudi Arabia

◼ Withdrew from Iran Nuclear deal & imposed sanctions

◼ Drew down troops to end “forever wars”

◼ Approved US assassination of Iranian hero Soleimani 
on Jan 3, 2020 and presumably Israeli bombing of  
Iran’s Natanz nuclear facility on July 2, 2020

◼ Iran hasn’t retaliated yet

18Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Why democracy 
failed in Middle East, 
and how it might, 
one day succeed

◼ In Arab Spring a decade ago,                                         
seemed democracy had arrived at last 

◼ Now, a decade later, change but not for the better

◼ With oil prices low, despots can no longer afford to 
buy their subjects off with fat subsidies and cushy 
government jobs 

◼ Region is less free than it was in 2010 

◼ What’s needed most is for independent institutions to 
evolve and provide space for an engaged and 
informed citizenry 19

Source: Economist, Dec 16th, 2020. 



Larger roles in Gulf of 
China, India & Russia?

◼ China

◼ Dependent on oil from Iran

◼ Doesn’t want to choose sides – work with both

◼ Focuses on development not military aid

◼ India

◼ Close ties - 8.5 million Indians migrants work there 

◼ Doesn’t want a major security role

◼ Has good relations with Iran 

◼ Russia

◼ Long desired a warm water port on Persian Gulf

◼ Involved in Syrian civil war to aid Assad 

◼ Wants cooperation to maintain high price for oil
20Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021



US Policy Options  

I. Stay or go? 
◼ Gulf monarchies want US there and no other could replace

◼ Core U.S. interests: access to oil, freedom of navigation, standing 
by allies Israel and some Arab states, and preventing terrorism

II. Future of US military bases?
◼ Removing troops would weaken our ties & please Iran & Russia

◼ Iranian Nuclear agreement doesn’t cover US concerns of Iran’s 
ballistic missiles, terrorism, human rights abuses, anti-Israeli 
posturing

III. A regional security organization?
◼ Should U.S. promote the formation of a regional security 

organization to include Iran and Iraq ?

◼ Iran calls for withdrawal of US forces, but Gulf Arabs oppose

21Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Is Middle East worth it 

anymore? No

◼ US historic priorities: keep Gulf oil                                              
flowing, ensure Israel’s survival, prevent terrorism

◼ World has changed  

◼ Oil abundance, U.S. now #1 and exports oil

◼ Focus is Iran-Saudi clash, not Israeli-Palestinian  

◼ US terrorism now domestic focus not foreign

◼ US fatigue of “forever wars”

◼ But hard to exit after spending so much blood and 
treasure, perhaps moderate goals

22Source: The Middle East Isn’t Worth It Anymore, by Martin Indyk, WSJ, Jan. 17, 2020, Indyk is distinguished diplomat, Obama’s
Ambassador to Israel and Middle East 



Is Middle East worth it 

anymore? Yes

◼ China’s building road, railway and port systems and 
becoming large trading partner

◼ Russia more engaged in Syria & partnering with Saudi’s

◼ Withdrawal would weaken US position

◼ US still has multiple interests: 

◼ Security of Israel

◼ Thwarting Iran nuclear weapons

◼ Protecting oil choke points

◼ Preventing China and Russia domination

◼ Promoting peace and democracy 23

Source: Beijing Fills the Mideast 
Vacuum, by Robert D. Kaplan, WSJ, 
Jan. 20, 2021 



Biden’s Middle 
East Policy?

◼ Gulf Coast states apprehensive 

◼ Afraid will reintegrate Iran 

◼ US will become a less reliable ally

◼ Thus, greater instability for region

◼ George Friedman sees change in tone but not policy*

24
*Source: Obama, Trump and Biden: Consistency in Foreign Policy, By: George Friedman, 
Geopolitical Futures, Jan 19, 2021. Quote slightly condensed not all verbatim.

Biden’s … tone and tenor will be radically different from 
Trump’s, but the policy will not. Biden … will adopt a more 
conciliatory policy toward Iran. The problem is that the … 
Arabs do not trust Iranian promises. US policy will continue 
to be focused on the new Middle East alignment, Russian 
containment and confrontation with China.



Whither Persian Gulf Security?

◼ The Bad News

◼ Freedom and democracy haven’t improved since Arab Spring

◼ Despite oil may have peaked, little progress diversifying

◼ Security threat of Iran’s nuclear program & Saudi conflicts

◼ US withdrawal opening way for Russia & China

◼ The Good News

◼ Arabs beginning to accept Israel as way to better technology 
and security

◼ Saudi Vision 2030 and new city Neom – encouraging

◼ Given aging Supreme Leader, squeeze by sanctions and 
cheap oil, Iran may change policy 

◼ “Arrow of history” desire for freedom may ultimately 
moderate this anti-West region 25



Persian Gulf Security
Summary & Conclusions

◼ Persian Gulf hit by pandemic, cheap oil & US policies

◼ Low oil prices and young likely to moderate policies

◼ Some argue Middle East not worth it anymore to US

◼ US is fatigued of “forever wars” and reevaluation needed

◼ Past pivots away, withdrawals & Arab Spring all failed

◼ But no other power ready, able, or acceptable to protect

◼ By default, US likely continue involvement

26Next Class #3: Brexit & EU



Persian Gulf: Discussion questions

1. What interests does US have in Persian Gulf ? How can they 
best be realized? 

2. If US reduces its footprint in Gulf, is it realistic to expect other 
countries to step up and guarantee Gulf security? 

3. What do you believe is best policy toward US bases in Gulf? 
Leave them as is, bring troops home, or move to an over-the-
horizon role? What is downside for US continuing to maintain 
bases there?

4. What is significance of new normalization agreements between 
Israel and UAE and Bahrain? 

5. What are reasons that Gulf is such an insecure region? Why are 
regional states so suspicious of each other? 

6. Many experts believe that canceling Iran nuclear deal and 
reimposition of sanctions was a bad idea. What do you think? 
Should US insist on changes if deal is renegotiated?

27
Source: “The future of Persian Gulf security,” by Lawrence G Potter, Great Decisions 2021, #2



Persian Gulf Security -highlights from video

◼ Younger generation developing in Middle East with some boldness

◼ US has tried to pivot away from “forever wars” 

◼ US spending 20 times more on military than foreign assistance

◼ Middle East remains in turmoil - both Iran and Saudi Arabia at fault

◼ US role began in 1945 when Roosevelt agreed for US to protect 
Saudi oil

◼ Relationships changed with 1973 oil embargo triggered by Israeli-
Arab war

◼ Region became more assertive and began to use oil as a weapon

◼ Persian Gulf oil remains important, despite US now largest producer

◼ Oil is a global market; shortages elsewhere impact prices everywhere

◼ Persian Gulf seeking to diversify away from oil with limited progress

◼ Recent declines in oil prices have hurt the economies

28
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Persian Gulf Security – video highlights (continued)

◼ Pres. Carter in late 1970s emphasized Persian Gulf vital to US which 
would protect by military force if necessary

◼ US still has military bases plus 50,000 troops in region

◼ The question is: Does our military presence help keep US safe?

◼ No - not a good way to solve problems; need more emphasis on 
diplomacy

◼ Yes – As US retreats Russia and China gaining significant and 
growing influence in the region

◼ Diplomatic effectiveness of US is questionable because we have not 
been neutral and generally taken sides

◼ US has tried to disengage - Obama’s “pivot to China” which was 
controversial both in Middle East and China

◼ Great Decision:  Should US continue its dominant role in Persian 
Gulf or is it time now in view of a new generation of leaders in region 
to recalibrate? 29
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Iran – Persian & Shia threatens region with 
nuclear weapons and interventions 

◼ Population of 83 million - second-largest to Egypt in Middle East

◼ Known as Persia until 1935, became an Islamic republic in 1979 
after Shah was overthrown and forced into exile

◼ Conservative cleric Ayatollah Khomeini established a theocracy 
and became  Supreme Leader

◼ US-Iranian broke diplomatic relations after Iranian students 
seized US Embassy in Nov 1979 and held hostages until mid-
Jan 1981 

◼ During 1980-88, Iran fought indecisive war with Iraq 

◼ Designated a state sponsor of terrorism and sanctioned by US, 
UN, and EU

◼ US joined nuclear deal in 2016, but withdrew and posed 
additional sanctions in 2018

32
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Iraq: High potential country long mired in internal and 
external conflict still a struggling 38 million people

◼ Formerly part of Ottoman Empire, occupied by UK during WW I and 
attained independence in 1932

◼ Proclaimed a "republic" in 1958 after a coup overthrew monarchy, 
but in actuality ruled by series of strongmen culminating in Saddam 
Hussein until 2003

◼ Territorial disputes with Iran led to an inconclusive and costly war 
1980-88

◼ In August 1990, Iraq seized Kuwait but expelled by US-led UN 
coalition during Gulf War of Jan-Feb 1991 

◼ Noncompliance with UN resolutions led to Second Gulf War in March 
2003 and ouster of Saddam Hussein regime by US-led forces.

◼ In 2006, transition to first constitutional government in half century

◼ Between 2014 and 2017, Iraq and US fought ISIS and recaptured 
Mosul

33
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Saudi Arabia – Sunni, oil and military power 
clashing with Iran and US ally  

◼ Birthplace of Islam & home to Islam's holiest shrines in Mecca 
and Medina with 34 million population

◼ Founded in 1932 by Ibn Saud whose male descendant still rules

◼ Enriched by OPEC oil embargo price hike of its massive oil 
production

◼ Has incrementally modernized; 2011 Arab Spring protests less 
than elsewhere

◼ Saudi-led war to aid government of Yemen ousted by Houthis 
criticized for the dire humanitarian situation

◼ Young & ambitious Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman (MbS), 
de facto leader, pursuing economic reform and diversification 
known as Vision 2030.

◼ Cheap global oil prices lowered Saudi Arabia’s revenues and 
forcing belt-tightening 34
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Syria – In Civil War and humanitarian crisis, half of 20 
million population killed, displaced or refugees 

◼ Following WW I, France administered until independence in 1946

◼ Lacked political stability, had series of military coups, united in 1958 
with Egypt to form UAE, but separated in 1961

◼ In 1967 Arab-Israeli War, Syria lost Golan Heights

◼ In 1970, Hafiz al-Assad seized power and brought political stability

◼ His son, Bashar al-Assad, succeeded and still rules

◼ Protests broke out in 2011 and became a civil war 

◼ International pressured Assad and Syrian National Coalition 
recognized by 130 countries

◼ In 2015, Russia intervened on behalf of Assad

◼ Since 2016, Turkey has captured territory of Kurds along border 

◼ Along with Yemen, remains one of world’s largest humanitarian crises

35
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Rank Country Bil $

1 Afghanistan  5.9

2 Israel 3.1

3 Jordan  1.7

4 Egypt 1.3

5 Iraq  1.2

7 Syria 0.8

 Sub Total 14.0

Grand Total 47.0

US Foreign Aid Spending, 

2018

Country Production Reserves 2019 (bbl/day)[1]

 Saudi Arabia  14.6% 15.0% 12,000,000

 Iraq 5.4% 8.1% 4,451,516

 Iran 4.8% 8.7% 3,990,956

UAE 3.8% 5.5% 3,106,077

 Kuwait  3.6% 5.8% 2,923,825

 Oman 1.2% 0.3% 1,006,841

 Qatar 0.6% 1.4% 1,522,902

 Bahrain 0.1% 0.0% 50,000

 Syria 0.0% 0.1% 30,000

 Yemen 0.0% 0.2% 22,000

 Israel 0.0% 0.0% 390

Persian Gulf 34.1% 45.3% 29,104,507

 United States 14.9% 2.6% 12,248,000

 Russia 13.1% 4.5% 10,800,000

 China 4.8% 1.4% 3,980,650

 Canada 4.4% 9.4% 3,662,694

 Venezuela  2.8% 17.0% 2,276,967

World Total 100% 100% 82,342,000

 Mexico 17,142 2,186,877

World Share of Oil 

Production and Reserves 
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Middle East & North Africa (MENA) ranks 1st in 
world terrorism deaths and attacks 2002-19
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